THE WORLD is alarmed at this no-place-at-any-price strategy. Churchill, of course, is aware that if the French mass opinion will not tolerate the more war-like line of Duller, London feels the enormous pressure for peace (witness the dispatch of Attlee and Bevan to Peking to seek an end to the Korean War). But Churchill and Eden also feel the whip-lash of Duller’s demand that they now give their “approval” to the place of the French in Indochina and China.

Duller and Eden—indeed with the McCarthy-Keownland pack at their heels—hope to “solve” the resistance of their recent West European “allies” by furnishing a new Ambassador to Peking.

Here is the terrible danger to the U.S. which the war-hungry Duller is hatching in his talks with Churchill and Eden. The unmistakable feeling of the country for “no intervention in Indochina” has prevented the Eisenhower Administration up to now from pushing us into a colonial war against France. This sentiment must be redoubled—in messages to the White House and the Congress—if it is to save the country from the frantic Duller plot to foment another and greater “Korea.”

THE “TAX” FRAMEUP

The MAN who runs Internal Revenue Office in Washington, D.C., Col. Andrew Sands, has hailed the professed fascist McCarthy as “one of our greatest Americans.”

When this gent, this morning, tries to rush into prison William L. Langer, Democratic Congress leader, on the grounds that he needs the names of financial donors to the CRC for “tax purposes,” it is plain that the McCarthyite tax man is organizing a political frame-up against Patterson.

In Wisconsin, the McCarthyites are also hungry for “names” of the patriots who signed the petition for the recall of the word-of-the-leader Hitler.

The McCarthyites built for “names” in Patterson’s case should be denounced by every organization concerned with the Constitutional inviolability of political activity.

THE CHINA DAILY NEWS

THE CONVICTION on Tuesday of the editors of the China Daily News on trumped up charges of violating the “Trading With the Enemy Act” strikes another blow at the freedom of press which is guaranteed by the Constitution of our country.

For the real “crime” of these Chinese-Americans is not that they violated the Constitution of China banks to enable the Chinese community to continue their century-old tradition of sending remittances to their families in China.

Under the new law, owners of banks, manufacturers, and other business men are required to give up all business, or stop operating, and leave the country.

The House Agriculture Committee, with a majority of Republican members (many of whom, incidentally, are active in the local far-right groups), has begun to investigate the Kaiser program.
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The Kaiser program will be held in the Senate war committee on Tuesday. The Senate committee, which is expected to report favorably on the program, has been told by the Senate banking committee that it will not consider the bill.
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